
Cabins

Business Class      

Bed length    75-82”    |    Recline    Fully flat    |     Width    31” 

Economy Class      

Legroom    31-33”    |    Recline    6”    |     Width    18” 

First Class      

Bed length    81”    |    Recline    Fully flat    |     Width    36” 

A private suite offering a luxury experience in the sky

First Class passengers can enjoy an exclusive First Class 
lounge before entering a world of quiet sophistication. A 
private suite on board features a spacious seat adjusting 
to a fully-flat bed; a BOSE® noise-cancelling headset and 
larger touch screen; in-flight entertainment system; luxury 
Bamford amenity kit and 600-thread-count duvet and 
pillowcases. A customisable men offers a la carte dining 
inspired by Hong Kong classics and international flavours.

Enjoy breakfast in bed at 30,000ft 

Passengers can relax and recharge in our award-winning

lounge, before stepping on board to experience a 

tranquil cabin offering a more spacious, private seat and 

warm, attentive service. The seat features privacy 
partitions, a BOSE® noise-cancelling headset, Bamford 
amenity kit and 400-thread-count duvet and pillowcases. 
Delicious dining can be enjoyed from breakfast through 
to dinner with a unique and contemporary menu.

Premium Economy      

Legroom    40”    |    Recline    9”    |     Width    18.5” 

A total enhancement of Economy Class offering a

premium touch  

Premium Economy offers an even smoother journey

with the added finer details. Passengers can enjoy an
increased baggage allowance; priority boarding; 

premium amenity kit; and an in-flight service offering

quality dining. The Premium Economy seat provides 
even more spacious with expanded leg room, a larger 
table, touch screen, in-flight entertainment system 
and additional storage.

Our better than ever Economy experience designed to 

maximise comfort 

The Economy Class seat is designed with a four-way 
adjustable headrest, comfortable cushioning and 
generous leg room. It features ample storage options and 
in-seat power supply as well as a touch screen, in-flight 
entertainment system. Delicious dining served in flight 
with dishes created by Hong Kong hospitality group, 
Black Sheep Restaurants served on long haul flights from 
Hong Kong.
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